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In this paper we set up a spectral sequence for double complexes of
arbitrary groups and we derive an analog of the 7-term exact sequence
of [I, Lemma 7.51. Here “exact sequence” has to be suitably interpreted
for maps between pointed sets acted upon by groups.
We developed these sequences in order to compare different theories
of higher K-functors, but we decided to separate this general material
from the body of that paper [3]. For we believe that the results, though
naturally more cumbersome than their abelian prototypes, may find other
applications in the future.

1. DOUBLE

COMPLEXES

OF GROUPS

A double complex of groups is a set {G,,i} of groups indexed by the
integers Z and equipped with group homomorphisms d: Gi,i -+ Gi,j-1
and 6: Gi,j * Gi-i,j such that dd = 1, 66 = 1 and d6 = 6d. We think
of i as the row index and j as the column index.
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A string of elements a = (a,), k E Z such that ak E Gk,n-k is called
homogeneous of total degree n. A string a is called a cycle provided
da,-, = 6ak for all A. Since d and 6 are group homomorphisms the
homogeneous cycles of total degree n constitute a subgroup of the group
of all strings of that degree. We can then speak of a cycle as a set of
homogeneous cycles, one for each total degree, but most questions
clearly reduce to the homogeneous components.
A positive complex is one for which Gi,i = (1) whenever i < 0 or
j < 0. In this case a homogeneous cycle of total degree n is just a finite
string a = (a0 ,..., a,) with dakel = 6ak for 1 < k < n, Since
6a, =
1 = da,.
We now define a boundary operation /3 which attaches to homogeneous
strings b of total degree n + 1 an operation /3(b) on strings a of degree n
by putting /3(b) * a = a’ = {a;},
with ak’ = dbi1ak8bk+, , a;+1 =
when
K
is
even.
@‘i::,%+&‘k+, 3
This determines an action on the group of strings of degree n. We shall
speak of an action even though p(blb2) * a = ,8(b,) - (&b,) * a), i.e.,
BW4 = BW 0 B(h).
LEMMA
1. If a is a homogeneouscycle of degree n, so is /l(b) - a for
every string b homogeneousof degree n + 1.

Proof. It is obvious that /3(b) * a is homogeneous of the same degree
as a, so we only have to prove it is a cycle. Call a’ = /3(b) . a, then for K
even, da,’ = dakd8bk+l while aa;+, = 8ak+18dbk+l, and, since da, =
then da,’ and &ak+l are equal. For k odd we have da,’ = d8b&dak
6ak+l
and aa;+, = 8db&$ak+, , which are also equal.
The boundary operation induces an equivalence relation on
the set of all strings and therefore on the set of homogeneouscycles.
LEMMA

2.

Proof. The action of the group of strings of total degree n + 1
divides the set of strings of degree n into orbits. By the preceding lemma,
the cycles fill a subclass of these orbits.
Remark. For any homogeneous string b we can define D(b) = p(b) - 1,
so D is a map of sets, homogeneous of degree - 1. Then b is a cycle if
and only if D(b) = 1 and we may call boundaries the elements D(b) for
all strings b of degree n + 1. The fact that DD(b) = 1 for all b shows that
the boundaries form a subset of the cycles.
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DEFINITION
3. The set of orbits of the homogeneous cycles of
degree n under the boundary action /3 will be called the nth homology
of the double complex and it will be denoted by H,(Gi,J. It is a pointed
set whose base point is the orbit of the boundaries.
Given a single complex of groups {Gi , S>, we consider it as a double
complex {Gi,j , S’, d} with Gi,, = Gi , Gi,j = (1) for j # 0, 6’ = 6 in the
0th column and the unique homomorphisms everywhere else, as in the
case of d.

2. DEGENERATE

COMPLEXES

A positive double complex of groups is called degenerate if all its
columns with positive degree are exact, i.e.,

is exact for j > 0 and all i. We prove that the homology of such a
degenerate complex is isomorphic (as pointed sets) to the homology of
the 0th column. This generalizes a well known and useful result in the
abelian case. Indeed, the reader will have noticed that for complexes of
abelian groups our procedures specialize to the usual ones; we shall not
point this out every time.
LEMMA
4. For a positive degenerate double complex {Gi,j , d, S> there
exists a canonical map of pointed set lY H,(Gi,j , d, 6) + H,(G,,, , S) for
each n.

Proof. Let a = (a0 ,..., a,) be a homogeneous cycle of degree n in
the double complex. Since ak E Gk,n-k, we know that Sa, = 1
@a, E G-l,, = (1)) so by exactness of the nth column there exists b,
in Gl., such that Sb, = a0 . Consider the string b1 = (1, byl, l,..., 1) of
total degree n + 1, then /3(b1)* a = a1 = (1, aldbT1, a2 ,..., a,) because
a,,Sbyl = 1. Now S(a,dbi’) = Sa,dSbi’ = SaIda;’ = 1 because a is a
cycle, By exactness of the (n - 1)st column we can carry on, eventually
arriving at a cycle (l,..., 1, CJ which is equivalent to a and in which,
since SC, = &,+, = 1, the element cn is a cycle in G,,, with respect to
the column operator 6.
We must of course verify that this association a t-+ c, defines a map
at the homology level. Clearly, it is enough to show that, if c =
(l,..., 1, 4 - (L..., 1, e,) = e (equivalence in the double complex), then
c, and err differ by a boundary in G,,, .
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The equivalence
means that there exists a homogeneous
string
= (f. ,..., fn+l) of total degree 11 + 1 such that fl( f) * c = e. Since
Sfo = 1, there exists g, E Gr,,+r such that Sg, = f. . Now the string
f=
= (1, &‘fi
, fB ,..., fn+l) also satisfies B(f) * c = e, as we can see
by direct computation.
Moreover,
6(&Z)
= 1, so we can continue by induction to obtain a
string q = (l,..., 1, qn+l) such that /?(q) * c = e. But then e, = cni3qn+l
if n is even or e, = 8q;$lc, if n is odd. In both cases e, and c, belong to
the same homology class of the single complex (Gi,O , S}. It is clear that
the base point in H, of the double complex is mapped to the base
point of H, of the single complex.

f

THEOREM 5.

The map l? Hn(Gc,i , d, 8) + H,(Gi,-,

, 8) is bijectiwe.

Proof. Surjectivity
is obvious, because if c, is a cycle in the single
complex, so is the string (l,..., ‘1, c,J in the double complex.
To establish injectivity,
suppose F(a) - r(a’) in the single complex
for two homogeneous
cycles of total degree 71. Let c, and c,,’ be the
elements of G,,O obtained from a and a’ respectively,
by the previous
procedure,
then our hypothesis
implies the existence of b,+r E Gn+l,O
such that (assuming
n is even) c,’ = c,%,+~ . Call c = (l,..., 1, c,J,
c’ = (l,..., 1, Cm’), b = (l,..., 1, b,,,). Then /3(b) . c = c’, hence
a - c N c’ - a’.
A similar

argument

is valid if 11is odd.

3. GROUP-DOMINATED

SETS

In the next sections, we set up a spectral sequence and go on to define
the homology of its &terms.
Since we are not working
with abelian
groups, we must explain what we mean by homology, exactness, etc.
We shall not attempt maximum categorical generality, but rather stick
closely to our specific needs.
Let G be a group and S a pointed set consisting of equivalence classes
of G with respect to some equivalence relation N. The base point * of
S is the class which contains the identity element of G. We say that the
group G dominates S and understand
that such a pointed set is always
given together
with its dominating
group. We consider morphisms
(G S)--+(H,
T)b et ween such objects which consist of a map 4: G --f H
which induces a map between pointed sets S + T. The map + need not
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be a group homomorphism,
but it should satisty d(l) = 1. Clearly, the
composition
of two morphisms
is again a morphism.
Let 6: (G, 5’) -+ (H, T) b e a morphism
between group-dominated
sets. Let Ker $ be the subset of S which goes to *; the set theoretic
image of S in T is called Im 4. Note that both are just pointed sets.
Suppose now
(F, R) --L

(G, S> A

W, T)

(4

is a sequence of morphisms such that the image of R in T is {*}. In order
to introduce a workable notion of homology we need an extra condition
on this sequence: we suppose the map # induces an action $ of the
group F on G satisfying $(f) * 1 = I/J(~) for every f E F. We call the
sequence a complex provided this induces an action of F on the pointed
set Ker 4.
We now define the homology as the orbit space of Ker + under this
action and write it as H(S). The base point of H(S) then is {Im #}, as
follows from the identity 4(f) * 1 = #(f). In the case of the &.-terms in
our spectral sequence, this homology can again be conceived of as a
group-dominated
set for Y >, 2, as we shall see in Section 7. We can view
our definitions
as generalizing the abelian case, where all groups are
abelian, all morphisms
group homomorphisms
and the equivalence
relations mean working modulo subgroups.
There have been various proposals as to what should be called an
exact sequence in a nonabelian category such as pointed sets. For our
purposes, we take a naive approach and call the sequence (A) exact when
Im I/ = Ker 4. Some justification
is offered by the following.
LEMMA

H(S)

6.

The sequence (A) is exact ;f and only if it is a complex with

= {*>.

Proof.
If the sequence is a complex and H(S) = {*}, then the whole
of Ker 4 is in Im #. Conversely,
the latter condition means that Ker #J is
just the orbit of t under the action of F, hence is an invariant subset
under this action, which
means the sequence is a complex with
H(S) = {*}.
In the following
lemma, the proof of which is immediate, we record
what remains of some standard reasoning in the abelian case.
LEMMA

ifIm+

7. If the sequence (A) is exact, then I/J maps R onto S if and only
= {*}. If 4 is injective, Ker 4 = {*}.
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However,
from Ker + = {*) we cannot, in all cases, conclude that +
is injective on the pointed set S. In the exact sequence developed in
Section 10 and the one in [3, Section 121, partial conclusions are drawn,
but it is not feasible to discuss this in general.

4. DEFINITION

OF 2?-'~*
r

We shall filter the double complex by the subcomplexes
IV, obtained
by replacing the groups Gi,j by (1) when i > s.
Define Z~~n-p as the set of homogeneous
strings a of total degree n
such that a E IV, , D(a) E IV,, (where D(a) = p(a) * 1). It is easily seen
that Zf+P
is a group, actually a subgroup of the direct product of the
groups Gd,n--d .
Recall that DD = 1, hence D(a) is a cycle for any homogeneous string.
Every cycle of degree n which lives in IV, belongs to ZT)y”+ for all r.
More generally Zf*n-p _CZ$?n-p whenever r > s.
The following result will be used in several places:

LEMMA 8. Let a be a string
nf

of total

degree n, and b of total degree

l.IfD(a)EW,,thenD(jI(b)~a)~W,.

Proof. By direct computation
one obtains that the ith element of
D@(b) * a) is th e same as that of D(a) for i odd, or its conjugate by
Sdb{+, for i is even.
From the definition it follows that Zf9n-p is the set of homogeneous
strings of total degree r.z, say a = {uk} such that ak = 1 for k > p,
da,=l,and8a,=da,-,forp>k>p-r++.

LEMMA 9.

Zf:t*n-p+l

is a normal subgroup of Zf’+-p.

Proof. Let a = {uk} E ZfY~n-p, c = {ck} E Zf~:+-~+l
for k > p - 1, hence aca-l E IV,,-, . Since d(a,c,ail)
for p - 1 > k > p - r + 2, then aca-l E Zff:.*n-p+l.

then a,~,&

= 1

= S(U~+~C~+~~&)

Remark.

The quotient Zff*n-P/Zfr~*n-pfl
can be represented by the
r-tuples
(a,++r ,..., a,) satisfying
da, = 1, da,-, = Sa,
modulo
those
sequences
with
up = 1.
(pZk>p--++I,

group

of

LEMMA 10.

Given a homogeneous string b of total degree n + 1 such
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that D(b) E W, and a E Z~~n-P, there is a cycle h E W,,,
such that D@(b) - u) = ,5(h) - D(a).
Proof.

Call fk = D@(b)

* a), then

fk = dab;;, da;’ &z,, 6db,
fk

Now,
p - r
Then
proved

=

of total degree n

= dSbj&(D(a))l,

d8bk+l

(k even),

(k odd).

(D(a>>k

consider the string h = {hk} defined by h, = 6b,+, for k even and
> k, h, = db, for k odd and p - r + 1 > k, h, = 1 otherwise.
check that D(h) = 1 and h E W,,,
. The following
lemma is
by direct computation.

LEMMA

11.

If a, c are strings of total degree n, then D(ac) =/l(c)

5.

DEFINITION

OF

- D(a).

EfY

We shall use the following notation throughout this section: a = {uk} =
.
.
.
( . a, )...) a, ,... ) will denote the strings in ZFq+p, b = {bk} those in
qyl,n-P-r+P,
c = {ck} in Z~l~~n-P+l.
DEFINITION
12. If a, a’ E Z~9n-p, they will be called equivalent
(notation a N a’) if there exist c E Z~~j~n-P+l, b E Z~~{-1~n-P--r+2
such
that #l(b) * (cu) = a’.

Remark.
The string c may multiply
since Z~:~~n-p+l is a normal subgroup

either on the left or on the right,
of ZF*n-p.

13. Given a, b, c as before, there exists c’ E Z~:~~n-p+l
that c@(b) - a) = p(b) - (~‘a).
LEMMA

Proof.

The kth term of the string

such

c@(b) - a) is

ck db;%zk 6b,,,

if

k is even,

6b&U, db,

if

k is odd.

or
ck

We can then call ck’ = db,c,db,’

(k even) or ck’ = 6b,+,c,6b&

(k odd),
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so the string c’ = {ck’} will satisfy /3(b) * (c’a) = c@(b) * a), and we have
to check that c’ E Z~:~*n-P+l .
In fact for K > p - 1, ck = 1, so ck’ = 1, i.e., c’ E IV,-, . On the other
hand, c’ has total degree n. We still have to prove D(c’) E IV,, .
The kth element of D(c’) is Do
= d(~~)-~Gc;+,
= G!c;%~+~ for K
even, and Do
= a(~;+,)-1 &’ = 6dbk+&&uV%f8b~~-:,
for k odd, so
the result follows from the fact that D(c) E IV,, .
PROPOSITION 14.

Proof.

(i)

- is an equivalence relation.

a N a. Take b = c = (1).

(ii) Let a - a’, i.e., there are b, c such that a’ = /3(b) * (ca), hence
a = c-~(/~(F)
. a’) and, b y th e previous lemma, there is a c’ E ~~~~n-P+l
such that a = /3(&l) . (~‘a’), thus a’ - a.
Let a - a’, a’ - a”, so we can write a’ = /3(b) * (ca), a” =
(iii)
/3(V) * (c’a’), hence a” = /3(V) * (c’@(b) * (ca))). Again, says the lemma,
there is a C” such that c’@(b) * (ca) = /3(b) * (c”ca), so

a” = /l(V) * (/3(b) * (c”ca)) = /3(W) * ((c”c)a),
with

bb’ E ~~[-1~n-*--r+8,

c”c E Z$‘lt*n-p+l,

thus a -

DEFINITION 15. Ef+-P is the set of equivalence
by the previous equivalence relation.

a”.
classes of Q*‘+p

PROPOSITION 16. Let (G,,* , d, S} be a double complex of groups. If
G P&7+15 Gp.q -5 Gp.q--l is exact, then E.$‘pq = {*).

Proof. Let a = (ak) E zlq,
up E Gp,q, dap = 1, then there is
b 6 Gp.q+1 such that db = a(-l)’ and call b = (..., l,..., 1, bp , l,... ).
Then bEZf+lJ
and
p
’
a N P(b) * a = (..., a, ,..., a,-, , aDml Sb, , a, db, , l,...)

or

= ( .. . . a0 ,..., a,, , 6b;1u,-l , db;%z, , l,...)
according to p being odd or even, respectively,
but in either case the
pth term is 1, hence p(b) * a E g-lpq+l,
since d(a,-,6bp) = dap--ldSbp =
Ga,Sdb, = S(a,dbJ = 1 if p is odd, and similarly if p is even.
So for every a E a*q we have a N 1, hence @vq = {*}.
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d,.p : E;snep --f Ef-rJ+-p+r--l

and callf = {fk> = D(a)

fk = da;’ Sa,,,
fk = Sa&

da,

FOR

T >

2

then

(k even)

(k odd)

so fk = 1 for k > p - Y and, since it is a boundary,

f = D(a)EZ;-r.+P+r-l.
To show that D induces a map EF*+-?) + E$‘--r*n-p+r-l it will be enough
to show that equivalent elements are mapped into equivalent elements.
We will check the two elementary cases a’ = p(b) * a and a’ = ca for
b and c in the corresponding groups.
(i)

Suppose there is a b E Z$‘$r-19n-p++2, a, a’ E Z?;‘~n-psuch that

a’ = /3(b) . a.
By Lemma 10 there is a cycle h E IIJ’~-~+~such that /3(h) . D(a) = D(a’).
Now for r > 2, h E Z~:~~n--p+l, hence D(a) - D(a’).
(ii) If a’ = ca, then, by Lemma 11, D(a’) = p(c) * D(a), with
c E Z~:~~n--p+l, which is the group acting on Z~~lzPp by multiplication
and also the one acting on Z~-r~n-p+r-l by the boundary action, hence

D(a’) -D(a).
This proves the existence of a map A,p: Eff~‘+~ + EF--rtn-P+r-l
induced by D.
Notice that the map is not always defined for r = 1, in distinction to
the abelian case for which E, is the homology of El .

7. THE

HOMOLOGY

OF E,,

FOR

r >

2

We shall start by considering the sequence of groups

and the associated sequence of group-dominated sets

and we want to prove it is a complex whose homology is EF;ymp.

A

LEMMA

17 .

Zf*n-p
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is stable under p-action

Proof.
Let a E Zr+p,
bE wp+r,
WE
wp, so
and then the sth element
D(b) E IV, , hence such an
so /3(b) * a E Z?;*n-p.
LEMMA
18. The action
action on Ep9n-p
r
-
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of Z~+rpn--p--r+l.

b E Zf?r+p-‘+l,
then a E W, , D(a) E W,-, ,
/3(b) - a E W, since, for every s > p, a, = 1
of /?(b) * a coincides with that of D(b), but
element is 1. By Lemma 8, D@(b) * a) E IV,-, ,

of Z?j+r*n-p--r+l

on ZFqn-P via /3 induces an

Proof.
We have to show that, given a, a’ E Zf9n-p, b E Z~+r~n-p-r+l,
if a - a’, then /3(b) * a - p(b) * a’.
Since the equivalence relation is obtained by action of Zf:tvnep+’
and
ZTl_f:-l~n-P-r+z, we can divide our proof in two steps, namely for the
cases a’ = ca or a’ = /3(b’) . a with c E Zr:trn--P+l,
b’ E Z~_+;-1~n-p--7+2.
(i)

Let

a’ = /l(b’) * a. We have, first of all, to recall that
is a normal subgroup
of Zf+rqn-p-r+l
(see Lemma 9),
hence, for b, b’ as before, there is a b” E Z$?[-1~n--p--r+2 such that b’b = bb”.

pp,n--P--7+2

So /3(b) . (/3(b’) . a) = jl(b’b) . a = /3(bb”) * a = p(b”)
/l(b) * a’ -/3(b)
. a.
(ii)

Let a’ = ca. Then /3(b) . a’ is the string
dK1v,

Kkp,

%+,

dbs

* (/3(b) . a), hence

whose

sth element

is

(s even),

(s odd),

hence we can write

(BP) * 4, = Wh

db,)(db,‘~,%+,I

or

according to the parity of S, where the second parenthesis is (p(b) . a), .
To prove the equivalence, call c’ the string whose sth element is the
first parenthesis
of the previous
formulae,
so we have to show
c’ E Zf:t*n--P+l.
It is obvious that the total degree is n. Also if c, = 1 the
product becomes 1, so c’ E W,-, . By direct computation it can be proved
that D(c’) E W,-, , and we are done.
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LEMMA
19. The inverse image in Ecpn-p of any element of E~-r~n-P+r-l
is an invariant subset under the action of Zr+r*n-p--r+l
for r > 1.

Proof.
Consider a E Z~Y~-~, b E Z~+r*n-p--r+l,
then by Lemma 10 we
have D@(b) * a) = /3(b’) * D( a ) w h ere b’ is a cycle contained in Wpl+l .
Hence
for 7 > 1 b’ E Z$‘t+:-l~n-p--r+l
which is the group acting on
Z~--7~n’pfrP1, szwk obtain the same el:ment in E~--7~n--B+r-1.
In particular, Ker n,p is an invariant subset. As explained before, the
homology of the sequence of E’s is the pointed set of orbits of Ker f&.P
and it will be denoted by HP?“-p(E,).
under the action of Zp+rpn-*++l
Call r,.P the inverselimage
of Ker A,,@ in the group .ZF,+P dominating
Eppnwp. Hence r,P is the set of elements a E .Z~T’+~ such that D(a) N 1
inlZP-',n-p+'-l
. (Use Lemma 11 and the fact that r > 2.)
NLw let a E r,.P, hence D(a) N 1, i .e ., we obtain 1 in Z~+‘~n-P+r-l
from
D(a) by a product with an element of Z$‘:{-l*fl-p+r
and dy p-action of an
element of Zfz.+-p+l.
LEMMA
20. I’,.P is the saturation
dejined in Zrynvp.

of 2:::~P

by the equivalence relation

Proof.
To prove that Zf;~-p is contained in r,.p, consider a E Zrqtep,
then D(a)E Wp--p+l, i.e., D(a) E Zf~[--l~~-p+~, so D(a) N 1 in Z~--r~n-P+r-l.
Now let a E rrp, then D(a) N 1 in Zf?~n-P+r-l,
hence there are
c E Z~I~-‘~‘+~+~,
b E Z~~~~n-pfl
such that D(a) = p(b) . c. In Z~~‘+P,
a N ab-l and D(ab-l) = c E W23-r--1, hence ab-l E Zfgydp.
This result implies that the image of ZF4T-P into Er,+P given by the
inclusion into Z;P*-~ followed by the quotient map, is equal to Ker (1rP.
THEOREM
21. The inclusion
group-dominated
sets:
'D.n-P
E 7+1

Zf$+

--f ZfYn-p

induces a bijection

of

---f H'M(E,).

Proof.
First of all, we have to show that the map E~GT-~ -+ HPg+P(E,)
is well defined.
Recall that HP?“+(&)
is the set of orbits of Ker A,.P under the p-action
of

z’p+r,n-p--r+1

0: the other hand E$‘$-P is’ obtained from Zf$p
by the equivalence
relation
already de&red,
now by multiplication
with elements of
Zf-lrn-P+l
and the /j-action by Z$‘+r~n-P-r+le
Let a and a’ be two elements in Z$“;“lVp which give the same element
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in Ep$-p, i.e., there are c E Z~--l~‘+-p+‘,
b E ~+r+-p--r+l
such that
a’ = /t?(b) - (UC).
Since Z~--l@-*+’
5: ZT:-*n-p+l,
a and UC give the same element in
EF,n-P md b E e+W-P--r+1
implies a’ and UC (hence a’ and a) give the
same element in HP+--*(E,).
Hence the map is well defined. Surjectivity
follows from the previous
lemma.
Consider now a a’ E 2~;~” C .Zf*+*
such that both represent the
same element in &~‘+*(I$).
So there are c E Z$‘:~~n-*+l, b E Z~+rsn-p--r+l,
such that a’ = j3(b) * (UC), or /l(b-l) * a’ = UC. But u” = /l(b-l) - a’ E Z$‘$”
and D(u”) = D(uc) = j3(c) * D(u).
Since D(u) and D(u”)
belong to
Wp..+r , by direct computation
it follows
that D(c) E Wp.+-l
hence
c E Q-l~‘+*+l;
so a and a’ yield the same element in Ef;t-* and the map
is injective.

8. THE

LIMIT

PROCESS

Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that we work with a positive double
complex (i.e., Gd,j = (1) whenever i < 0 or i < 0).
For r > max(p, n - p + 1), Z$‘--r++‘+r-l = {*} and Z~+r~n-p-r+l =
~>lr-l+-*-r+a,
so the action of Z*+r~n-*--t+l on Ep++’ is trivial. Hence
E$-*
= Ef’~n-D, which means tha’t the spectral seqkence becomes stable.
If we consider the filtration induced on cycles of the double complex
by the filtration {IV,}, it induces a filtration on the homology H, , we
can call (Hm*}. In other words, if we call Cm* = C, c W, (C, is the
group of cycles of total degree n), then H,” is the image in H, of C,*,
i.e., the set of equivalence classesof Cm* under the boundary operation
by all elements of total degree n + 1.
We can define, then, H,P/Hz-’
as the set of equivalence classesof C%*
using as equivalence relation the product by elements of Q-r and the
p-action by those elements b of total degree 12+ 1 such that D(b) E W, .
This last condition is imposed in order to map C,* into itself by the
boundary action. The proof that this is an equivalence relation follows
the same lines as in Proposition 14.
For r > max(p, n - p + l), Zf*n-* = C,*, Zf-‘+-*+’
= Cp,-l and
~yl,n--P--r+2
is the set of all strings b of total degree 1z+ 1 such that
D(b) E W, . It follows from the definitions that, for
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describe the layers of the homology

Remark.
The same conclusions may be extended to bounded double
complexes as defined in MacLane’s
book [2] with the only difference
that the bounds imposed on Y will depend on the bounds of the complex.

9. THE

EDGE

MAPS

Suppose we have a positive double complex. We shall define maps

H, + Ety” and Eg?” + H, which will be called the edge maps.
E:a” is the set of equivalence classesof .Zcy”, i.e., the group of homogeneous strings a of total degree n such that D(a) E I?$-, . If we call C,
the group of cycles of degree n, there is an inclusion LX,: C, --+ ZrPo.
Eifa” is defined by the action on 2:” of the subgroup ZT-‘y’ and the
boundary operation of ZF+lpo. Now 27-1s1 = .Zt*’ n W,-, and Zn+‘yo
is
1
the group of all strings of total degree n + 1. Hence the equivalence
classesdefining H, are contained in those giving Ep’O, so an induces a
map 5,: H, 4 EFpo.
On the other hand, Eitn is defined from Z!$“r, i.e., strings of total
degree n contained in W,, say (a,, l,..., 1) with da, = 1, so 2:‘” is a
subgroup of C, . The groups acting on Zgsn to define E$” are Z;lln+l =
(11 and Zl I,* , hence this action is a restriction of the boundary action
used to define H, , hence the inclusion Zgtn -+ C, induces a map
E’s%
-+ H, . Both maps are morphisms of group-dominated sets.
2

Remark.
The previous considerations are also valid for E,“>O and Ef$”
for all r > 2, and by using the results of Section 7 we find maps
E$” + E$$ , E;$ --+ E;*’ giving two sequences of maps

Given the group of cycles C, , call C,P = C, n W, and consider the
equivalence relation defined in the following way: if a, a’ E C, say
a N a’ if there exists c E CmP,b of total degree n + 1, such that a’ =
/3(b) * (ca). Call FpH, the set of equivalence classes.
There is an obvious map FPH, -+ FsH, whenever s > p, and

F-IH,

= H, , FnH,

= {*}.
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~2,: H, + Eg’O induces a map &: F”-lH,
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-+ EF*O.

Proof. Suppose a, a’ E C, and there are c E Cg-‘, b of total degree
n + 1, such that a’ = /3(b) . (ca). Since ZT-lJ = .Q” n W,-, , then
c E 211-l~~and b E ZT+l*O, so a and a’ give the same element in E2O.
23.

PROPOSITION

5,: Fn-lH,

-+ EF?Ois injective and Im Zm= Im So.

Proof.
The second assertion is trivial. For the first, consider a, a’ E C,
such that both give the same element in Ep’, so there are c E Z~-lJ,
b E Z~+l~o, such that a’ = /l(b) =(ca).
But D(a) = D(a’) = 1, so, by Lemma 10, there is an h such that
1 = D(a’) = O@(6) * (cu)) = B(h) * D(ac) = /3(h) * @(c) * D(a)) L- /3(h) . D(c)
and, according to the proof of that lemma, p(h) is a conjugation by
elements dab,, hence D(c) = 1.
So c is a cycle contained in IV,-, , hence a and a’ give the same element
of F”-IH 12’

Notation.
with Bn-*F”-lH

The composite of the canonical map FPH,
P
n -+ EmTo
2 will be called a11.

10. THE

T-TERMS

EXACT

+ Fn-lH,

SEQUENCE

Given a positive double complex we shall prove an equivalent of the
7-terms exact sequence studied by Chase and Rosenberg [l , Lemma 7.51
for a first quadrant spectral sequence of abelian groups.
We want, then, to prove the exactness of the sequence
E3.0
2

-

AS

E,

1.1 - *a

FOH,

+&

Eg.0

2

E,o,lA

Hl

2

E,1*O
-

{*)

where the maps #i will be defined presently.
a.

The maps I&
+r is the edge map defined in the previous section.

To define #a: EiJ + FOH, consider:
ZiJ is the group of strings a of total degree 2 such that a E IV, and
D(a) E IV-, = (l), so zy = c, n Iv,,
while Z$’ = ZiJ n W, =

c, n w, .
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Hence, the equivalence relation given by multiplication
by Z$2 and
p-action of .Z$l is a restriction
of the one defining F”H2,
and the
inclusion 2i’1 -+ C, induces a map &: E$l-+ F”H2 .
A similar argument shows the existence of a map, also
Remark.
induced by an inclusion, E:-lJ + Fn-2H,
for all r > n, which, in the
case n = 1, r = 2 is the map #i: Ei,l-+ HI , and if n = Y = 2 is #z .
b. Exactness

at Eil”

Let a, a’ E 2~~” and call a, Z’ their images in E$‘. Suppose n22(a) =
fl22(iT’), i.e., D(a) and D(a’) represent the same element of Elll. The
groups acting on Z~‘l are Z;-ly2 by multiplication
and Zi$l via j?. But
2;-1,2 = (l), so there is an element b E 2,~~ such that
D(a’) = /3(b) * D(a) = D(ab),
but ab and a give the same element in E$‘. Now, by direct computation,
it follows that D((ab)-la’)
= 1, so (ab)-la’ E C, .
In particular, if he Ker /122 we can take a’ = 1 and a is in the image
of a20.
Hence Ker (122 C Im azo. More generally, d2”(a) = r122(a’) implies
existence of a representative
of ~7 say a”, such that an-la E Im 01~~.On
the other hand, if a E C, , then D(a) = 1, so Im (Y~O2 Ker A22.
c.

Exactness

at E$l

The map LI,~:E,~*~-+E:J
is induced by a map D between the dominating
2 groups. If b E Zi9’, then D(b) represents the base point of H2 , hence
of F”H2, so Im 1123_C Ker #2 .
Let a E Zijll and call a its image in E$l. Suppose z,,~~(z) is the base
point of F”H2 , i.e., there exist c E C, n W, and b of total degree 3 such
that a = /3(b) - c. But a E W, and c E W, imply D(b) E WI, then b E Ziyo
and a coincides with D(b) up to an element in C, n W, , so & is in the
image of (123. This proves the exactness.
d.

Exactness

at F”H2

E,“?” was defined as a quotient of Zi*O by ZiJ with Z;?>” acting. E$l is
a quotient of Zijsl and Z.$l C Z!vl. Since both maps ti2 and a20 are defined
by inclusions, it follows that Im zj2 C Ker azo.
Suppose now a, a’ are cycles whose images 2, a’ E F”H2 verify azo(a) =
ar,O(Z). Then there exist f E ZtJ, b E Zfl” such that af = /3(b) - a’. Since
a, a’ are cycles, direct computation shows that f is a cycle, hence f E ZZJ.

A SPECTRAL
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If a E Ker aso, we can take a’ = 1 and uf = D(b) so CTcoincides with
the image off-l,
hence Ker ~laOC Im I,& .
On the other hand, since p(b) * a’ is another element mapping onto
s’, ago(a) = OL~O(H’)implies the existence of cycles a, u” representing 5, 8
and an f EZZJ such that af = a”.
e.

We have proved the exactness of
E&o ‘aa El.1 2
2 -2

By similar arguments
exactness of

FoH

2-2

(Ito

E2.0

-

and the fact that E-lJ

Ea.0 AZ'
2 -E2

0.1

-

$1

HI -%

E,1*O
-

'2'

E&l
2

*

= {*}, we obtain

the

{*>,

hence, of the 7-terms exact sequence of group-dominated

sets.
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